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Izvleček
V današnjem času je geotermalna energija ena izmed najbolj pomembnih panog v geotehnologiji in
rudarstvu. Ima potencial za dolgoročno delovanje in lahko zagotavlja osnovno energijo, hkrati pa
pomaga zmanjšati emisije toplogrednih plinov. Geotermalno energijo najdemo skoraj povsod na
zemlji, od plitkih tal do vroče vode. Nahaja se nekaj kilometrov pod površjem, vse do magme, kjer je
temperatura izjemno visoka. Od odkritja izkoriščanja geotermalne energije, so bile razvite številne
tehnologije za pravilno razumevanje in uporabo. V preteklih petdesetih letih se je poraba energije
drastično povečala. Za nadaljnih petdeset let predvidevamo, trikrat večjo porabo, saj bo število
prebivalcev naraslo iz 6 milijard na 10 milijard. Danes uporabljamo predvsem premog, nafto in
zemeljski plin, ki niso obnovljiv vir energije, zato se bomo v prihodnosti morali zanašati na vire, ki so
obnovljivi in proizvajajo manj emisij.
Ugotovljeno je bilo, da geotermalna elektrarna ne potrebuje dodatnega goriva za obratovanje, zato
cena geotermalne energije ne raste tako kot nafti in plinu. Poleg tega pa je geotermalni vir eden
izmed najčistejših, zanesljivih in obnovljivih virov energije. Ima velik potencial, saj je okolju prijazen,
cenejši in je v večini držav slabo razvit.
V svojem diplomskem delu bom opisal geotermalno energijo in sicer; kje jo lahko najdemo, kako jo
uporabimo, njene pomanjkljivosti in prednosti, ter njeno razliko od ostalih energetskih virov z
ekonomskega vidika.

Ključne besede: geotermalna energija, toplogredni plini, obnovljiva energija, magma, visoka
temperatura
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Abstract
Today, geothermal energy is one of the top subjects in world of mining and environment. It has the
potential to run long term and can provide base-load energy, at the same time it helps to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions. Geothermal energy is found almost everywhere on earth, from shallow
ground to hot water or hot rock, which can be found few kilometres below the surface and even
deeper to magma where the temperature is extremely high. From time when geothermal energy was
discovered, many technologies have been developed to understand and use geothermal energy
properly. In the last 50 years global energy consumption has risen dramatically, that’s why in the next
50 years energy consumption is forecast to rise by a factor of three in parallel to a strong growth in
global population from 6 to 10 billion people. While we today are using primarily energy source –
coal, oil/gas, which will be depleted, renewable energy source is therefore required to maintain a
future-proof, reliable and low-emissions energy supply.
It has been found that geothermal power plant does not need external fuel to operate, that’s why
the price of geothermal energy does not go up like oil and gas. Beside that it is one of the cleanest,
reliable and renewable energy source, which is friendly to environment, with high potential since it is
underdeveloped in most countries and cheaper than other energy sources.
In my thesis I will describe geothermal energy, where can we found it, how to use it, disadvantage
and advantage, impact to environment, differences from oil or gas energy sources from economic
point of view and the main challenges regarding well construction.

Keywords: geothermal energy, greenhouse gas, renewable energy, magma, high temperature
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SEZNAM OKRAJŠAV IN POSEBNIH SIMBOLOV

λ – thermal conductivity (toplotna predvodnost)
c – thermal capacity (toplotna zmogljivost)
q – heat flow (pretok)
T – temperature gradient (temperaturni gradient)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Before about 4.5 billion years ago, the Earth was born and from that time Earth was immense
reservoir of heat. That heat was slowly lost into the space and the surface cooled to form an
insulating crust that we live on today and that reduced the rate of heat loss, but did not stop. The
heat is still flowing out at an estimated average rate of 56-67 mW/m2.
In some regions, heat loss is significantly greater than the average flux owing because of dynamic
forces which operate within the Earth. This can we best notice at the tectonic boundaries and at hot
spots where rising mantle plumes from the Earth’s interior transport heat to the surface. Areas like
these we can recognize with active volcanism, where magma (melted rock) is stored at relatively
shallow depths below the surface as powerful source of heat. However, in order to use thermal
energy, a medium is needed to bring the heat to surface where it can be used for the generation of
electricity or direct use.
Geothermal resources are concentrations of Earth’s heat, or geothermal energy, that can be
extracted and used economically, now or in the reasonable future. Heat is transferred from the
deeper portions of the Earth by conduction through rocks, by the movement of hot, deep rock
toward the surface and by deep circulation of water. Most high-temperature geothermal resources
are associated with concentrations of heat caused by the movement of magma to near-surface
positions where the heat is stored. Since rocks have really small thermal conductivity, very large
intrusions of magma may take millions of years to cool.
Geothermal energy is a growing industry. Electricity production from 1995, 6833 MWe (megawatts
electric) jump to 9966MWe in 2008. In spite all of this; geothermal activity is minuscule compared to
oil and gas. Fewer than 1000 wells were drilled in US in 2008 while the total for oil and gas was
50000. [2]

Figure 1: The structure of the earth's crust
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1.1. History
The word "geothermal" comes from the combination of the Greek words gê, meaning Earth, and
thérm, meaning heat. Quite literally geothermal energy is the heat of the Earth. Many people believe
that ancient people, including the Romans, Chinese and Native Americans already used hot mineral
springs for some basic life needs as bathing, cooking and heating. Water from hot springs is now in
world used for spas, heating buildings and industrial uses. People also believed that hot mineral
springs have natural healing powers.
The first electric generator is built by Italians at Larderello in 1904, generator was powered by natural
steam erupting from the earth. In 1911, the world’s first commercial geothermal power plant was
built there.
The first attempt to develop geothermal power in the United States came in 1922 at The Geysers
steam field in northern California. The project failed because the pipes and turbines of the day could
not stand up to the abrasion and corrosion of the particles and impurities that were in the steam.
Today 28 plants are operating today. [5]

Figure 2: How was geothermal energy develop from beginning
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2. PRINCIPLES OF DEEP GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
In principle, geothermal energy is available any time, everywhere. It is virtually inexhaustible if
exploited properly. A small part (30%) of geothermal energy is made up from gravitational heat
connected with the creation of the earth approx. 4.5 billion years ago. The bigger part (70%) is
derived from the radioactive decay of uranium, thorium and potassium isotopes within the earth’s
crust. The temperature of ground beneath our feet is increasing about 3K per 100 m, that is called
temperature gradient or geothermal gradient and it is measured in mK/m, which is about C per km.
This gradient is caused by the heat flow to the earth’s surface from deeper zones.
On some places on earth the geothermal gradient is much higher than the average value, these areas
have so-called positive temperature anomalies. These anomalies have positive influence in exploiting
geothermal energy because the desired temperature can be reached at shallower depths.

Figure 3: Examples of different types of geothermal energy utilisation
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Shallow geothermal energy is case where we can extract geothermal heat from about 150 m of
depth, until max. 400 m by using ground heat collectors, borehole heat exchangers (BHE),
groundwater wells or energy piles. This work can only be done with using heat pumps, that means
technical work must raise the heat from a lower to a higher temperature level. Direct heat systems in
the lowest temperature range via heat pipes, for instance with CO2 as the heat transfer medium is
still under development.
Deep geothermal energy are systems where geothermal heat is extracted from depth of 400 m and
more, up to few kilometers and with temperature that goes over 20C. The energy can be used
directly (without using heat pumps to increase temperature). Generally, it is more common if we use
deep systems only for systems that are over 1 000 m of depth and over 60C.

Enthalpy separates heat content of deep geothermal systems, and it is a measure of the energy
within a thermos-dynamic system. Geothermal energy includes following systems which are defined
by the enthalpy.

 Hydrothermal systems:
The hydrothermal energy is produced by a geothermal aquifer.


Low enthalpy
Primarily thermal water located underground is directly (or if necessary via a heat
exchanger) used to feed local and district heating systems, for agricultural, industrial,
or for balneological purpose. Only temperatures above 100C allow the generation
of electricity. For example:
Aquifers with hot (>100C), warm (60-100C) or thermal (>20C) water



High enthalpy
Use of steam or two-phase systems for power generation. An example is the doublet
system, where a well produces hot water and at surface geothermal energy is
extracted and returned to the same aquifer or another with another well.

 Petrothermal systems
Mostly involves utilization of the energy stored in the rock. For example:




Hot-Dry-Rock-Systems (HDR) of Enhanced-Geothermal-Systems (EGS): These systems
extract energy from rock by itself. The hot rock is used as a heat exchanger. HDR
systems are primarily used for power generation.
Deep borehole heat exchangers (BHE): the energy is used from and order of rocks
with a closed circuit of the heat transfer medium within the heat exchanger.
4

Another concept of deep geothermal energy is exploitation of geothermal energy from mines,
caverns, tunnels as well as the storage of energy in hydrothermal of petrothermal systems.
Important is to know properties of the deep underground formations, for characterizing locations to
use deep geothermal energy.
One of the most important is thermophysical properties, it include thermal conductivity  [ 𝑊
and specific thermal capacity c [𝐽

1 1
𝑘𝑔 𝐾

1 1
𝑚 𝐾

]

]. Thermal conductivity describes the property of the material

to transport thermal energy in the form of heat. The thermal capacity describes its ability to store
heat. Another important parameter is the heat flow density q [𝑊

1
𝑚2

]. The heat flow density

corresponds to the product of thermal conductivity  and temperature gradient T [𝐾

1
𝑚

] and is

defined by the Fourier equation which describe the conductive thermal transport: q = *grad T. The
specific thermal capacity of water is 4.187 kJ kg -1 K -1, this means that although water can conduct
heat worse than rock, it can nevertheless store heat much better.

Figure 4: Subsurface temperature distribution

Another important properties are hydraulic properties, by that we mean permeability and hydraulic
conductivity. These two components are describing penetrability of medium. The permeability is
limited to the properties of the rock, while the hydraulic conductivity also includes the properties of
– in some cases highly mineralized and gas rich – water (viscosity, density). [9]
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3. DEEP GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS
Hydrothermal systems develop where water of meteoric origin, that seeps into the ground through
tectonic fractures comes into contact with a heat source and in turn is convected back to the surface.
Strong circulation is usually found in volcanically active areas, in other areas the circulation can be
weaker due to less dominant heat source or limited water supply. Third option is when, water is
present without much circulation at depth due to the lack of a heat source and restriction flow, at
that case a big quantity of stored water may be heated up over long periods of time by Earth’s
average heat flux. Geothermal systems are usually divided in two groups, one with high-temperature
and another with low-temperature. High temperature systems are defined as systems where the
temperature at 1 km depth is around 200C and low-temperature systems as those where the
temperature is lower than 150C in the uppermost kilometre.
Exploitable geothermal resources are hydrothermal systems containing water in pores and fractures
with sufficient permeability to produce fluids in adequate volume. Most of hydrothermal resources
contain water, but higher temperature and lower pressure can create conditions where steam and
water or only steam, are the continuous phases.
Other geothermal system that have been investigated for energy production are: 1) geopressuredgeothermal systems which contain water with somewhat elevated temperatures and with pressure
well above hydrostatic for their depth, 2) magmatic system with temperature from 600 to 1400C
and 3) Hot Dry Rock (HDR) geothermal subsurface zones, which have low natural permeability and
little water.

Figure 5: Underground circulation of heat and water
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3.1. Doublets
When we are talking about hydrothermal exploitation, water is produced from deep aquifers and the
heat is then extracted via heat exchanger. If the water that is cooled down has a low level of
mineralisation, it can be discharged at the surface like a sewage system. The cooled down water has
to be returned back in the earth (in the same aquifer) at the certain distance from the production
well to renew the aquifer. This kind of system consists of one production and one injection well
(doublet).
This kind of exploitation is suitable for aquifers with high hydraulic conductivity. One of the critical
parameter with high temperature of aquifer is the productivity, the production rate which can be
achieved for a still acceptable (economically and technically) level of pressure decrease.
Usually deep water has high level of mineralisation and high gas concentrations. It’s important that
water is injected back in the same aquifer where was taken from, because of lack of recharge or
potential precipitation.
Classical system of doublets consist of two vertical wells located at certain distance apart, but
nowadays the production and injection well are driller from one drill pad because the exploitation
horizon can be tapped by extended reach drilling. Even the hydraulic connection with an aquifer is
better than with vertical wells. All technical installations can be installed at one location and long
connecting pipes on the surface can be avoided.

3.2. HDR/EGS technology
When we talk about petrothermal system, geothermal energy is stored deep underground and it’s
used independent of water bearing horizons. Essentially, this involves exploitation of the energy
stored in hot, low-permeable rocks (hot dry rock – HDR), by carrying out stimulation to create or
enhance a heat exchanger at depth. In addition to the classic term hot dry rock, other terms which
are used include Deep Heat Mining, Hot Wet Rock, Hot Fractured Rock and Stimulated Geothermal
System. The overall term is Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS). The following describes the classic
HDR/EGS technology which is aimed at the high temperature exploitation of geothermal energy with
temperatures of more than 150–200 °C, and depths of more than 3,000 m. Whether or not dense
sedimentary rocks can be exploited using EGS technology is currently the subject of ongoing research
and pilot projects.
With the infomation we have today we know the crystalline basement of upper body of earth crust is
fractured. In principle water circulation is possible because these fractures are filled with highly
mineralised water and linked together by the fracture network. After drilling, water is injected into
the natural fracture system to expand it or create new fractures. To permanently achieve the
necessary flow rates and temperatures, the fracture system must have a minimum size to achieve
the required surface for the exchange of heat. Surface water is produced by production well and
pumped down with injection well, so that can flow through “heat exchanger” to absorb the heat
stored in the rock.
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HOT DRY ROCK technology
Figure 6: Power and heat from hot deep crystalline
basement rock

1. Injection well with injection pump
2. Stimulated fracture system (depth: ca.
4000-6000m, T: ca. 200C)
3. Production wells
4. Heat exchanger
5. Turbine hall
6. Cooling system
7. High-temperature underground storage
for excess heat
8. Observation wells
9. Power and heat distribution
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3.3. Deep borehole heat exchangers
Deep borehole heat exchangers have a closet vertical circuits installed in wells more than 400m
deep. The technology is similar to one used for shallow borehole heat exchangers. In a deep borehole
heat exchanger, a heat transfer medium circulates within a closed system down to depths of approx.
3,000m, as it is shown at the figure.

Figure 7: Example of a deep borehole heat exchanger

Heat is transferred into the fluids that circulate through borehole heat exchanger with thermal
conduction from the rock, through the casing and the back-fill material, into the heat exchanger. As
the cold fluid going slowly (5-65 m/min) down the pipe it’s heated up and coming up to the surface
through the insulated inner pipe. At the top of the borehole heat exchanger fluid is cooled down to
approx. 15°C ones it enters the surface installation and then it is pumped back into the annular space
via rotary pump. Common fluid is ammonia. Because of the extraction of the heat, surrounding rocks
are cools down.
Because deep borehole heat exchangers are not dependent on highly permeable aquifers, they can
be installed almost everywhere in theory and because of the big investment it is normal to use
already existing wells. Because deep borehole heat exchanger have closed circuit, they don’t have
any impact on natural chemical balance of the rock mass.
The effective energy of borehole heat exchanger depends of the temperature of underground rock
formations. That means properties with positive temperature are suitable. Other important
parameters are the thermal properties of the subsurface and thermal conductivity. The effective
9

amount of energy which can be extracted depends on the operating period, as well as the design of
the borehole heat exchanger.
Deep borehole heat exchangers are mostly used only for local supply of heat, up to approx. 60°C.
They are only usable for providing a heat, till today with this technology is not possible to produce
power. Borehole deep exchangers have capacities of a few hundred kW, much less then open
systems. This is because it corresponds only to the outer casing surface of the well. [9]
Information on the following parameters is required when planning a deep borehole heat exchanger:
 Target depth
 Depth-dependent subsurface temperature
 Lithological composition, thickness of the geological units
 Water-bearing formations
 Structural geology, in particular faults
 Thermal conductivity of the rocks
 Thermal capacity of the rocks

3.4. Types of plants
Geothermal power plants need high-temperature geothermal resources that comes eather from hot
water well or dry steam wells. Plants are using hydrothermal resource that contain both heat
(thermal) and water (hydro). Some peolple use these resource by drilling wells underneath the earth
and pump hot water or steam to the surface, witch is used for heating and generation of electricity.
These are the main types of geothermal power plants:




Dry steam power plants
Flash steam power plants
Binary cycle power plants

These three types of power plants have one thing in common, they use steam turbines to produce
electricity.
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Figure 8: Geothermal power plant

1. Dry steam power plants
These kind of plants, as name suggest use ‘dry steam’ to generate electricity. Steam is water vapor or
water in gaseous state. Plants have two wells drilled, one is production well and another one is
injection well. Production well is used for bringing the heat from reservoirs below the surface of
earth, with temperature around 150C and directs it to turbine. The steam turns turbine, which turns
generator. With turning the generator on it is produced energy to electricity and it goes through
power lines to a power grid and supplies homes, industries and institutions with electricity. The used
steam is going to the condenser, where is converted to water and through injection well it’s going
back down to hot water reservoir and the cycle continues.
Dry steam power plants are the old kind of power plants, the first one was set in Italy 1904. In U.S.,
these types of plants are used only in volcanic mountain areas in California.
2. Flash steam power plants
These kind of geothermal power plants use water at temperature of at least 182C. It uses flash stem
to produce electricity. Flash steaming is the process whereby extremely high-pressure hot water is
flashed or vaporized into steam in a flash tank by reducing the pressure. The steam is then directed
to turn turbines, which turns a shaft connected to a generator leading to production of electricity.
Flash steam power plants are the most common in the modern word. The Wairakei Power Station,
built in 1958 in New Zealand, was the first geothermal power plant that utilized flash steam.
11

3. Binary cycle power plants
These types of geothermal power plant is favourable compared to other two types of plants, because
it requires cooler water of around 57C to separate fluid (binary fluid) that has a lower boiling point.
The power plants enable cooler geothermal reservoirs to be used than is necessary for the flash
steam or dry steam power plant. We learned that for flash and dry steam power plants we need
temperature over 150C, which is pumped up under extremely high pressure to the electricity
generation plant at the surface. However, companies are use pumps to extract hot water from the
hot water reservoirs below through the production well. A separate fluid, the one with lower boiling
point known as the binary fluid, is pumped up under extremely high pressure via the heat exchanger.
At the heat exchanger, the binary fluid is vaporized and directed to turn a turbine, which turns a
shaft connected to a generator and electricity is generated. The vapour is used to turn the turbine,
then is converted to water by cold air and then it’s going back below earth surface through injection
well. The binary cycle power plants have an efficiency rate of just 10-13%. [11]

4. POTENTIAL WELL CONSTRUCTION PROBLEM
From the total geothermal project, only drilling costs between 35-40%, and most of it will be incurred
in determining the size, location and power capacity of geothermal resource. It is crucial that project
developers and financers have a clear understanding of the level of risk, because in worst case
scenario, if resource is not found the investment will be lost.
In fact, up today, there are very small number of work has been undertaken on global scale to assess
what are the chances of drilling well for geothermal energy to succeed. All studies about geothermal
drilling risk are focused on a very small number of project, what makes it difficult to give people real
situation applied to the industry.
In general, geothermal drilling is similar to technology in oil and gas industry, the only issues are high
temperature, losses and larger well diameters. For three principal reasons geothermal drilling is
more expensive than on-shore oil and gas drilling:
a) Technical challenges: Special tools and techniques are required for the harsh downhole
conditions.
b) Large diameters: For economic reasons, there is need to produce hot water at steam at large
flow rates. To reach a specific depth, design will require more casing strings in a geothermal
well than in an oil and gas well.
c) Uniqueness: Even if were oil and gas wells on the same field as a geothermal well, it will be
more dissimilar
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Trouble is a generic name for many sorts of unplanned events during drilling, ranging from minor
ones, such as small amounts of loss of fluid circulation, to catastrophic, such as the bottom hole
assembly getting stuck in the hole and the drill string being twisted-off (broken). In some cases,
experience in the same or similar reservoirs will give a hint that certain types of trouble are likely, but
at other times events are completely unexpected. It is difficult, therefore, to estimate a cost for such
risks, but all well expenditure planning must contain some contingency, typically minimum 10% of
the total budget.
The following drilling problems are most important: loss of circulation, getting stuck, slow drilling and
high temperature.

4.1 Loss of circulation
Typically, the permeable nature of the formations is not limited to the geothermal reservoir structure
alone, but often occurs in the shallower and overlying formations as well. This, coupled with the
underpressured nature of most geothermal systems, results in the partial or total loss of circulation
of drilling fluid at some stage during the drilling of the well. In fact, ultimately if circulation is not lost
in an underpressured system, it is an indication that there is no permeability and, therefore, the well
is a dry well.
The most expensive problem routinely encountered in geothermal drilling is loss of circulation which
is the loss of drilling fluid to fractures and pores in the rock formations being drilled; lost circulation
represents an average of 10% of the total well cost in mature geothermal cases and often accounts
for more than 20% of the costs in exploratory and production wells.
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4.2 Getting stuck
Sticking is usually an accident caused by natural factors, like the presence of a permeable formation
which is liable to cave and slough, or extremely high temperature and pressure. This problem is also
connected with degree of hole deflection. We always have to be aware that few stuck problem can
happen while drilling. In most cases the parameters which will indicate problems are changes in
torque drag in pulling out or tripping in the drill string, pump pressure and drill rate. If something
changes in these parameters, it cans pin-point mechanisms which can result in a stuck pipe and other
borehole problems. Following things cause pipe string sticking:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pressure differential when the pipe string comes in contact with the permeable formation;
Jamming of the string’s bottom-hole portion (bit) when lowering it down a tight hole;
Sticking of the drill collars, in well cuts when lifting the drill pipe string;
Caving and sloughing in loose formation;
Sticking due to balling (inadequate hole cleaning);
Fractured/faulted formations;
Pipe string jamming from foreign matter which fell into the hole;
Key seating; and
Cement blocks.

In this table we can see several problems with their drilling parameter correlations.

Indicator problem
Poor hole cleaning
High overbalance and
permeable sands
Mobile formations
Fractured and faulted
formation
Geo-pressured
formation
Reactive formation
Unconsolidated
formation
Junk
Cement blocks

Torque

Pump pressure

Drill rate

Increase

Increase

Gradual decrease

Gradual increase

No change

Gradual decrease

Gradual increase

Increase

Gradual decrease

Sudden increase

May be unaffected

Sudden increase

Increase

Increase

Initial increase with a
gradual decrease

Gradual increase

Increase

Gradual decrease

Increase

Increase

Decrease

Sudden increase

No change

Sudden decrease

Sudden increase

No change

Sudden decrease

Table 1: Drilling problems
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4.3 Slow drilling
Everything that is time related on drilling is reflected on costs of the well, so everything that speeds
up well drilling without compromising safety, hole stability, or the direction path is beneficial. There
are three parameters that can be easily changed for any bit are flow rate, weight on bit (WOB) and
rotary speed. Usually we have to take some experimentation to decide the best combination of these
values. We can see how much is drilling well efficient by the on-bottom drilling rate, rate of meterage
per run and costs of meter penetration. The most common thing for showing us efficiency of drilling
is the cost of meter penetration. Combination of all this drilling parameters, which ensure the
minimum cost per meter of penetration, is referred to as optimal drilling practice. [4]

4.4. Temperature
The high temperature encountered in geothermal drilling can degrade the performance of many
parts of conventional drilling systems. Examples include logging tools, seals, muds and other fluids
and downhole tools and bits. Extensive effort has recently gone into developing high-temperaturecapable tools that can operate accurately in most geothermal moments. Similarly, research has been
carried out in developing and testing materials and designs for high temperature and special high
temperature muds have been formulated and fielded for use in geothermal wells. That tools have
been developed specifically for high temperature complication; an example is the geothermal
turbodrill developed in the U. S. Hot Dry Rock Program. Often, high temperatures meet completed
wells through shorter lifetime, higher costs and reduce capabilities.
In this figure, we can see how temperature is rising in regards to depth of drilling.
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Figure 9: A temperatur log
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5. ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE
5.1. Advantage
It can be affirmed that geothermal energy has more advantages then disadvantages. In this chapter
are listed just a few benefits for people and environment that I found out the most important.
1. It's eco-friendly
Geothermal energy plants do not involve any form of combustion, unlike fossil fuel plants. This
means they give off significantly few amounts of greenhouse gasses. The most common geothermal
power plants in the world is binary, along with their flash binary counterparts emit close to zero
greenhouse gas.
Pumps that are used for heating and cooling buildings are ranked as a most efficient cooling and
heating systems today and that's because their relatively low electricity requirement. Using these
pumps we can massively minimizes emissions coming from power production. Therefor it ranks
among the smallest per kilowatt of all electricity production technology including nuclear, coal and
other renewable energies.
2. Renewable power source
Geothermal energy is renewable energy source and it can be generated as a base-load energy
source. This means production 24/7 despite changing weather patterns. As a base-load energy
source of power, it's expected that geothermal energy take over of coal in the tradition utility
system.
There is a gap created by other renewable energies like solar and wind, but luckily geothermal energy
is flexible enough to bridge that gap. Production of geothermal energy can be easily increased or
decreased depending on current demand. It can be used to maintain the integrity of national power
grid with which increasing the overall efficiency of the whole electricity generation system, while at
the same time offering reliable and clean energy. It is also highly scalable, that means that small
power plants (a few tens of KWS) are able to be economically set up to applications existing in
communities.
3. Significant saving on your utility bills
Installation of geothermal energy system is a big investment compared to the other traditional
heating and cooling systems, but homeowners usually don't see the bigger picture of it. And that is
when the geothermal system is in full operation, you'll witness significant reduction in your utility
bill, up to 50%. What's maybe the most important, after the hardest part of paying it and installing it
is behind you, system require a really low costs for maintenance. The savings accrued from your
utility bills could be enough to offset the increase in your loan payment, offering you additional cash
flow. In general, geothermal systems are using a small quantities of electricity to transfer heat to and
from ground to your house.
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4. Free hot water production
One more advantage is that geothermal systems are able to generate some if not all of your water at
higher efficiencies than conventional techniques. In your geothermal system is already installed a
simple modification to enable to deliver hot water that can be stored in your water heater for later
use. Also, when the cooling system is on the heat extracted from the building is sent to the water
heater instead of being transferred back to the ground, this can guarantee you free hot water as long
as the geothermal system is operating.

Beside this few facts that I explained in a little bit more detail, there are much more benefits of using
geothermal system like a: creates new jobs, heat for hot water is widely available, it promotes
national unity, high efficiency coupled with low maintenance and more.

Figure 10: Geothermal energy in process
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5.2. Disadvantages
Even though geothermal energy is renewable source of energy there is some of damage that is
caused. The earth has been emitting heat for the past 4.5 billion of year and it will be for another
billions of years, due to the continuous decay of inside earth's core.
The hot water and the steam which is coming from the earth core usually contain hydrogen sulfide,
and it has weird smell, like rotten eggs. Beside hydrogen sulfide there are other environmental
harmful gases and chemicals that can come through the geothermal wells. Compared to coal and oil
fired power plants, geothermal power plants produce only 3% of the sulfur compounds.
Some of the geothermal power plant use scrubber system to clean the hydrogen sulfide and other
harmful gases, and convert them in useful products like a liquid fertilizer.
Most of the geothermal plants extract heat to the environment. Injecting water back to the earth can
help to cool down a plant, but this re-injecting can cause micro-earthquakes. Magnitude of this
micro-earthquakes is very little so people cannot feel it but it can be threatening to plant to shut
down. Compare to the other fossil fuel plants, geothermal does not burn fuels to generate electricity
and emit 1-4% carbon dioxide (CO2). For example, very good designed binary cycle power plant has
no emissions at all. If the toxic fluid leaks into the underground water systems, it can contaminate
drinking water and aquatic habitats.
Another two components that affect the environment are noise and drilling fluids.
The large compressor and booster are to main source of loud noise. These units are containing very
large cooling fans which produce noise. However those units can be provided with full silencing to
accepted noise emission standards. Aerated drilling allows for full return of drilling fluid (water) and
cuttings to the surface while drilling the permeable production section of a well, in comparison, no
cuttings or fluid is returned to the surface while drilling the production section of a well drilled blind
with water.
Another disadvantage of geothermal energy production is geothermal sources are located in specific
areas of the planet and is not accessible for those countries without geothermal potential. This
impediment affects the worldwide use of geothermal energy for electricity generation.
Last but not least is the high investment cost or CAPEX related to drilling geothermal wells, these
wells are normally more expensive than onshore oil & gas wells due to the specific problems related
to geothermal drilling explained here. [8]
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Figure 11: Warning sign about hot geysers

6. CURENT SITUATION AND FORECAST
The future of geothermal energy can be explained with a single word: More.
Despite low emissions and cost of energy, the potential of geothermal energy remains
'underutilized'.

The present value of 13.8 GW is an important result, confirming the trend started in 2010, above the
10 GW threshold toward a second exponential growing phase, mainly from the increasing in the
medium-low temperature development projects through binary plants, and an important effort in
realizing all the economically viable projects worldwide.
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In these two graphs we can see different between gained electricity by fuel and renewable power.
As we can see fuel is still the more primitive source but I think after some time this will be on the
same level and in further future, renewable energy will be more common.
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Figure 12: Geothermal power generation worldwide capacity in 2015
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Figure 13: Difference and forecast between fossil fuel and clean energy

7. ECONOMIC STUDY
How much does the geothermal power plant cost?
The short term forecasting for 2021 is a hope: expected 23 GWe is on exponential behaviour
forecasting. Now it would be important to transform 8 GWe of paper-projects in real plants in five
years. This challenge will be able to give to the entire geothermal community a clear signal of the
possibility and the willingness of being one of the most important renewable energy player in the
future electricity market.
If the target of 140 GW will be reached for 2050, it would be possible to produce from geothermal up
8.3% of total world electricity production, serving 17% of world population. Moreover, 40 countries
(located mostly in Africa, Central/South America, Pacific) can be 100% geothermal powered. The
overall CO2 saving from geothermal electricity can be in around 1,000 million tons per year. [1]

Two most important things about cost of drilling operation or component of the operation are
contract and risk regime in place. For cost analysis purpose the most definitive regime is the standard
unit time rate contract structure, where full operation risk is carried by owner/operator. Usually the
cost of the aerated drilling service component will be 6% of the total cost of a geothermal well.
Generally this kind of contract is most common.
I will give an example, a recently drilled well in New Zealand, depth is 2600 m, with a 9 5/8”
production casting shoe set at 980 m depth, and the production section drilled with an 8 ½ drill bit
with aerated fluids. For making this well complete took 38 days. The total cost of the well was
3,261,182.00US$, the aerated drilling service component, with included flue, 178,964.00US$ or
5.49%.
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In table below we can see details of the total well cost breakdown, and details the aerated drilling
service costs. Interesting fact is that major cost component of aerated drilling service is Equipment
Standby – the aerated drilling package operated for only 13 days of the total period of 38 day plus 3
days of moving the rig.

Well – 2600 m. 38 days
Cost Code
1.000
2.000
3.000
3.100
3.200
3.300
3.400
3.500
3.600
3.700
3.800
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000
10.000
11.000
12.000
13.000
14.000
15.000
16.000

Description
Drill Site Preparation Costs
Rig & Equipment Mob / Demob / Move

US$ Totals

% of total

268,548.00
276,692.50
244,910.72
37,894.72
36,894.90
32,647.80
109,598.82
857.50
105,406.51
146,050.45
799,811.46
112,913.04
95,981.16
77,365.22
61,544.00
26,985.51
178,964.61
54,437.61
100,240.00
73,160.14
117,386.50
62,300.00
240,800.00

8.23
8.48
0.00
7.51
1.16
1.12
1.00
3.36
0.03
3.23
4.48
24.53
3.46
2.94
2.37
1,89
0.83
5.49
1.67
3.07
2.24
3.36
1.91
7.38

3,261,182.36

100.00

MATERIALS
Casings
Casing Accessories
Wellhead Equipment
Drilling Mud Materials
Drill Bits
Thread Compounds
Cementing Materials
Fuel (Excluding Aerated Drilling Fuel)
Drilling Services Contractor
Top Drive
Cementing Services
Directional Drilling Services
Mud Logging Services
Mud Engineering Services
Aerated Drilling Services (including Fuel)
Rentals - Drilling Tools
Miscellaneous Services
Inspections, D/P Hardbanding, & Replacement, & LIH
Geothermal Specialist Consultants
Well Measurements
Management Overheads

TOTAL DRILLING COST
Table 2: Total well cost breakdown

Warning sings about global warming and volatile fuel cost, makes people star questioning where
their energy does comes from. Geothermal energy provides some long-term answers to some of the
most pressing issues in today’s economy. As a difference from coal and natural gas, geothermal
energy doesn’t cause hidden cost like land degradation, high air emissions, destruction of animals
and plants, and health impact to humans. [6]
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8. CONCLUSION
The fact that estimated amount of geothermal energy that can be used is much bigger than the total
quantity of energy resource based of oil, coal and natural gas is showing us that geothermal energy
should be having much significant impact on our world. Especially since it’s cheap and also
ecologically acceptable. But since geothermal energy isn’t easily available on all areas, at least areas
where this energy is easy available should be exploited (edges of tectonic plates) because this could
soften the pressure on fossil fuels helping Earth to recover from dangerous greenhouse gases.
With all being said I think geothermal energy in general have a huge potential for the future, even
though it is still undeveloped and type of energy that is still growing. Of course it has its own
advantage and disadvantage but if we use it right and rational we could make a big difference in
word industry. Me, as a future miner and all of us have to be aware that with every passing year,
months and even weeks, we’ll probably have to face the truth that all of the fossil fuel that’s been
“running” more or less the whole word, can come to an end. We already have answers to that; we
just have to realize it.
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